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Surface wave excitations and 
backflow effect over dense polymer 
brushes
Sofia Biagi1,2, Lorenzo Rovigatti2,3, Francesco Sciortino2,4 & Chaouqi Misbah1

Polymer brushes are being increasingly used to tailor surface physicochemistry for diverse applications 
such as wetting, adhesion of biological objects, implantable devices and much more. Here we perform 
Dissipative Particle Dynamics simulations to study the behaviour of dense polymer brushes under 
flow in a slit-pore channel. We discover that the system displays flow inversion at the brush interface 
for several disconnected ranges of the imposed flow. We associate such phenomenon to collective 
polymer dynamics: a wave propagating on the brush surface. The relation between the wavelength, the 
amplitude and the propagation speed of the flow-generated wave is consistent with the solution of the 
Stokes equations when an imposed traveling wave is assumed as the boundary condition (the famous 
Taylor’s swimmer).

Polymer brushes are passive media whose great variety allows for a rich range of applications. Brushes with dif-
ferent mechanical properties can be created by grafting simple polymers, block copolymers or polymer stars to a 
solid substrate or to an interface between two liquids. They are exploited for colloid stabilisation1–3, as lubricant 
layers4–6, as adhesion regulators7,8 and for biomedical and technological applications. A holdover interest in these 
systems is motivated by the discovery that the inner surface of various mammalian organs is decorated by densely 
grafted macromolecules. For example, the lumen of blood vessels is protected by a hundred-nanometers thick 
polymer brush mainly made of glucose and its compounds. Such a heterogeneous network is called “glycoca-
lyx”9,10. Research on the glycocalyx dynamics is central for a complete understanding of the blood circulatory 
system and, hopefully, to shed light on the initial stages of diseases such as thrombosis and atherosclerosis11. 
Understanding glycocalyx is also relevant to the polymeric coatings of lungs, small intestine and uterus12–14.

Most theoretical studies have attempted to model polymer brushes as porous media described by 
Brinkman-type equations15 or as elastic media composed of very rigid fibers16. Here we report on a numerical 
investigation of the dynamics of a polymer brush whose features approach the glycocalyx system and for which 
the external conditions resemble the microcirculation frame17. We focus on dense polymer brushes under flow, in 
which the brush is modelled as a collection of individual polymers. We implement a Dissipative Particle Dynamics 
(DPD) code18–21 with explicit solvent to numerically analyse the dynamics of a linear flexible homo-disperse poly-
mer brush subdued to a simple liquid parabolic flow in a slit-pore geometry. The coarse-grained DPD procedure 
applies to both solvent molecules and polymer monomers, offering the possibility to (i) reproduce hydrodynamic 
interactions while retaining a detailed view of the brush dynamics on the scale of the coarse-grained monomers; 
(ii) access both the polymer dynamics, influenced by the imposed flow, and the flow field, perturbed by the pres-
ence and motion of the brush.

Recent studies of polymer brushes under flow have highlighted an unexpected behaviour of the velocity profile 
in the vicinity of the brush surface22–24. These studies have reported that the velocity field reverses on increasing 
the flow field and have tentatively associated such result to the peculiar dynamics of the single polymer under-
going a cyclic motion of stretching, elongation and recoiling. Stimulated by these studies we have undertaken a 
numerical investigation exploring a very large range of imposed flows, aiming at quantifying the conditions under 
which the physical properties of the brush couple with the hydrodynamic properties of the solvent to produce 
flow inversion. As presented below, we discover (i) that flow inversion appears in distinct regions of imposed flow 
values; (ii) that every time flow inversion is observed a surface wave appears, demonstrating that the backflow 
is strongly associated to a collective (as opposed to single) polymer dynamics; (iii) that the wave properties are 
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consistent with predictions derived by Taylor in his seminal study on pusher microswimmers25. Thus, our work 
presents a new interpretation for the flow inversion phenomenon and establishes a link between two distinct 
fields: polymer brushes under flow and microswimmers.

Results
A short description of the DPD methodology and of its application to the slit-pore geometry is reported in the 
Supplementary Information (S.I., Sect.1). Here we briefly describe the system under consideration. We simulate 
a parallelepiped box of sides Lx, Ly, Lz, with polymers chains composed by 40 (coarse-grained) monomers grafted 
at z =  0 (see Fig. 1). Most of the simulations are carried out in a box of size Lx =  30, Ly =  5 and Lz =  50, in units of 
rc (see S. I. for definitions). We remark that we observe the same phenomenology also in considerably bigger 
boxes (Lx =  360, Ly =  20 and Lz =  150). However, for the sake of computational time, a systematic analysis has 
been conducted only in the smaller channel. The equilibrium distance between neighbour monomers in a chain 
is 0.89rc. The grafting density σgraft ≡  Nch/(LxLy) =  1.5, with Nch the number of chains composing the brush, corre-
sponds to the condition of dense brush. Periodic boundary conditions are applied along the x and y directions. In 
the channel, a flow is imposed by applying a constant acceleration ˆAx to all solvent particles, resulting in a para-
bolic velocity profile along the z direction. The strength of the velocity is controlled by the value of A. In the fol-
lowing, instead of A, we will use the so-called Weissenberg number ≡Wi t

t
brush

flow
, which is a dimensionless number 

defined as the ratio between the characteristic timescale of the unperturbed brush dynamics (tbrush) over the 
inverse of the averaged shear rate inside the channel (tflow). Specific values for all parameters and their units, as 
well as a detailed discussion of the A dependence of tflow, are reported in the S.I., Sects.1 and 3.

The velocity profile vx(z), calculated by averaging the x-component of the velocity for each solvent particle as a 
function of its position z, is shown in Fig. 2(a,b) for two Wi values, providing two typical examples. As expected, 
the functional shape of vx(z) in the region around the largest velocity vmax is well represented by a parabolic func-
tion with the expected amplitude. In all cases, the parabolic function predicts that vx vanishes when z approaches 

Figure 1.  Schematic representation of the investigated slit-pore system. Polymers are grafted at the bottom 
wall z =  0 while the rest of the channel is occupied by solvent particles. An additional sketch is provided with a 
zoom on a typical chain (highlighted in red). The constant acceleration A is applied along the x axis to all solvent 
particles.

Figure 2. Panels (a,b) show the velocity profile in the whole channel (insets) and in the region close to the 
brush (main panels). In both cases, corresponding to (a) Wi =  45 and (b) Wi =  418, the profile is parabolic 
around vmax. In (a) no backflow is registered, while in (b) the flow inversion at z ~ h is evident. Panel (c) 
reports the minimum value vmin of the vx(z) profile for different Wi (symbols). The line is a guide for the eye. 
It is possible to recognize three regions for which vmin assumes a negative value, signalling the presence of a 
backward flow.
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the brush height h, suggesting that, for all studied Wi, the presence of a dense polymer brush restricts the pore by 
an amount equivalent to h. The velocity profile in the region z <  h, i.e. the region densely occupied by the brush, is 
of particular interest. In some cases, e.g. the one presented in Fig. 2(a), the fluid velocity inside the brush is small, 
consistent with a picture in which the hydrodynamic interactions are effectively screened by the presence of the 
polymer layer. In other cases, as shown in Fig. 2(b), the velocity profile exhibits a flow inversion at the interface 
between the brush and the bulk, i.e. around z ~ h, as previously documented for an analogous system24 as well 
as when the solvent is replaced by a polymer melt22,23. In these previous studies, the onset of flow inversion was 
associated to the shear rate exceeding a certain threshold24. Instead, we find the existence of at least three different 
windows of flow intensities in which a backflow is observed. In between these regions the velocity profile at z ~ h 
remains positive, resembling the one in Fig. 2(a). Figure 2(c) shows the minimum value vmin of the profile vx(z) 
near the surface of the polymer brush, as a function of Wi. By this definition, flow inversion is observed when 
vmin <  0. The identified three backflow regions fall around Wi ~ 200, 400, 600, respectively.

In refs 22–24 it was argued that the backflow is a consequence of the dynamics of single grafted chains, which 
undergo a recursive, imperfect cycle composed of: tilting, elongation and recoiling. Indeed, an elongated chain 
(and thus exposed to flow) is dragged by the shear stress along the flow direction and then recoiled back by 
entropic forces. By examining the polymer trajectories we confirm the presence of such recursive motion (see 
movie in the S.I., Sect.4) for all Wi values, but such a cyclic motion is always observed, regardless of the presence 
of the backflow. Hence, the single-polymer motion alone is not enough to explain the onset of flow inversion.

Investigating space and time correlations among different polymers, we discover a wave travelling over the 
brush surface in the same direction as the imposed flow. The wave arises if and only if a backflow is present, sug-
gesting a strong association between the surface wave and the capability of the brush to produce an inversion of 
the flow velocity around z ~ h. A visual inspection of the brush and of its dynamics nicely shows the collective 
behaviour of the polymers. Figure 3(a–c) show typical snapshots of the system at low flow (no wave), intermediate 
flow (a surface wave appears) and at higher flows where waves are absent, respectively. Videos of the time depend-
ence of the brush are available in the S.I., Sect.4. We find that this travelling wave has a clear spatial periodicity of 
the order of the simulation box and a non-negligible amplitude. We characterize the surface wave by evaluating 
its frequency ν, wavelength λ and oscillation amplitude b. In order to do so we define the brush surface S(x, t) as 
the position of the farthest monomer from the grafting wall occupying at time t the coordinate x, averaged over 
all y. The power-spectrum of the time Fourier transform of S(x0, t) (for an arbitrary x0 value, inset of Fig. 4(a)) 
displays, in all cases in which a flow inversion is observed, a sharp peak at a given frequency, as exemplified in 
Fig. 4(a). We associate the position of this peak with the characteristic wave frequency ν. In some cases a much 
less intense peak is also observed at 2ν. Fourier transforming the signal S(x, t0) in real space for an arbitrary t0 and 
averaging over all configurations provides a quantification of the wavelength λ. As shown in Fig. 4(b), for all cases 
in which a flow inversion is present we find, as in the time domain, dominant contributions from the longest λ 
that can propagate in a periodic system of size Lx and from its second harmonic, i.e., from wavenumbers k equal 
to π

L
2

x
 and π

L
4

x
 respectively. Figure 4(c) shows the Wi dependence of ν for systems with the same Lx (e.g. same λ). In 

each of the three disconnected regions of Wi values where flow inversion is present, ν increases approximatively 
linearly with Wi. Finally, we define the wave amplitude b as the standard deviation of S(x, t) and the wave average 
height as ≡S S x t( , ) .

We note that wave propagation is observed also in systems of different Lx. We find that on increasing the 
length Lx and the width Lz of the channel, multiple wave crests can be displayed (see Fig. 3(d)). This suggests that 
the finite size of the simulation box exerts a cutting on the density of states, making it possible to observe only 
waves with wavenumbers which are integer multiples of 2π/Lx. In addition, we find that the values of Wi at which 

Figure 3. Sketches of the whole brush, corresponding to (a) Wi =  91, (b) Wi =  418 and (c) Wi =  588. In (a) the 
brush surface is basically flat, in (b) the surface is modulated by a travelling wave with λ ~ Lx =  30, ν =  0.077 and 
b =  1.18 while in (c) the brush filaments tilt but no surface waves are present. In snapshot (d) a larger studied 
systems (Lx =  180, Ly =  5 and Lz =  150) exhibits a surface wave with multiple crests of wavelength Lx/2 ≈  90 
(Wi =  340). We show the central box (in red) and the two nearest replicas (in grey) to highlight the periodic 
nature of the waves.
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we observe oscillations depend on Lx and Lz. We ascribe this dependence to the appearance of new characteristic 
time scales, for example the relaxation time of brush compression produced by the pressure drop ΔP =  ρALx, 
which are not taken into account in the definition of the Weissenberg number. Further details on finite size effects 
are reported in the S.I., Sect.5.

We interpret the co-presence of flow inversion and surface waves in light of the work done by Taylor on the 
mobility of microswimmers25. In his seminal paper, dating back to 1951, Taylor investigates the motion of a vis-
cous fluid near a sheet under which sinusoidal waves are propagated with velocity U. If the ratio between the wave 
amplitude b and the wavelength λ is not too small, the sheet moves with a velocity VTaylor in the opposite direction 
with respect to U. The relation between the sheet self-propelling velocity and the travelling wave features reads:

π
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We associate the two-dimensional sheet with the brush surface and U with the velocity λν of the brush surface 
wave. Since the polymer brush is grafted to the wall and cannot translate but it affects the fluid close to its surface, 
we identify VTaylor with the velocity of the solvent at the brush interface vmin. Therefore we exploit Eq. (1) to build 
a precise relation between the parameters entering in the wave phenomenon and the parameters controlling 
the flow inversion. Figure 5 shows, for each set of b, λ and U values associated to a specific Wi value giving flow 
inversion, the comparison between |VTaylor| (calculated from Eq. (1)) and |vmin|. The trends associated with the 
behaviour of |vmin| are perfectly recovered by the self-propelling velocity of a Taylor’s micro-swimmer, suggesting 
that the elastic brush can be considered as an anchored micro-swimmer, unable to move but able to propel the 
surrounding liquid.

As a last consideration, we investigate possible origins of the surface wave. Our results suggest that the wave 
propagation arises from hydrodynamics interactions synchronising polymers, in a sort of metachronal motion. 

Figure 4. Fourier power-spectra: (a) in the frequency domain ν for the signal S(x0, t), (b) in the kLx domain, 
where k =  2π/λ is the wavenumber, for the signal S(x, t0) (red squares indicate the spectrum in a bigger system 
Lx =  180, Ly =  5 and Lz =  150). The arrows highlight the position of the peaks. In both panels the first and second 
harmonics are present. The two insets show typical signals in real space. Panel (c) shows the characteristic 
frequency of the waves, which are found to be monotonically increasing functions of Wi.

Figure 5. The mapping between the absolute value of the velocity profile minimum |vmin| (stars) and the 
velocity VTaylor obtained by plugging in Eq. (1) the wave amplitude b, the wavelength λ and the wave velocity 
U = λν evaluated for the brush surface wave at the given Wi.
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A “ metachronal wave” is known to develop in ciliated systems, namely flat surfaces covered by a regular matrix 
made of equally spaced flexible filaments26,27. Exposed to a flow, filaments do not interact directly, but thanks to 
hydrodynamics interactions, after some transient time, they reach a synchronized state with a regular phase shift 
between subsequent filament rows. However, in those cases the matrix is composed by active matter elements 
and the sequence of configurations they assume is assigned a priori. On the contrary, polymer brushes are passive 
media. Different approaches have been developed to model the wave formation on passive media such as crop 
canopies (because of flowing wind) or aquatic vegetations (because of water flow), but they require also the iner-
tial term of Navier-Stokes equations to account for the instability initiating the surface modulation28,29. However, 
we can consider the brush to be an elastic medium. Therefore, the presence of oscillations of finite amplitude 
suggests that a possible resonance effect may arise. Indeed, the pressure load exerted by a viscous fluid flow can 
induce an elastic compressible system to develop an instability called flutter, i.e. the appearance of spontane-
ous oscillations at preferential frequencies. As elucidated in ref. 30, in the limit of weak hydrodynamic coupling 
and small amplitudes, the system always develops a fluttering instability for Weissenberg numbers larger than a 
certain critical value. Therefore, the phenomenology differs from the one discussed here, which exhibits three 
well-separated instability regions. We speculate that such difference is due to the strong non-linear behaviour 
exhibited by the polymer brush, which constitutes a much more complex system than the simply elastic one con-
sidered in ref. 30. Specifically, we find that, in contrast with the latter, the properties of the brush have a significant 
dependence on Wi: as a function of the imposed flow, the brush stiffens and its height decreases (see S.I.). Those 
effects are not included in the theoretical framework introduced by Mandre and Mahadevan30. The development 
of an extension of their theoretical approach to the more complicated case of a system with flow-dependent prop-
erties is under way.

Discussion
In summary, we have studied the behavior of dense polymer brushes under parabolic flow by means of numerical 
simulations. Increasing Wi we have detected three ranges of imposed flow for which a velocity inversion appears 
at the interface between the brush and the rest of the channel. We have discovered a well-characterized surface 
traveling wave, which appears in all cases of backflow and it is not present in the other ones, providing a novel 
picture of the flow-inversion phenomenon, which is associated to a collective motion of the whole brush rather 
than to the single chain dynamics. We have also observed a striking and unexpected similarity in the relation 
between the wave velocity and the backflow velocity for the case of flow in passive polymer brushes and for the 
case of active microswimmers25.
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